www.wbpcb.gov.in

Online Application & Public Grievance

[1] Hazardous Waste Authorisation

Select 1st Option for Application Form Entry

New Unit
Fill-up Application Form
Give Password

Continue:
➤ Application No. will be generated
➤ Remember Application No. & Password


Select 2nd Option
(View & Modify Filled up Application)
Give Application No. & Password

Continue
Modify where necessary
Continue


3rd Option (For Checking Feed Back)

Challan Generated online

Fees Submission by Applicant online

Submit Relevant Documents online

1. Location map and site plan (plant layout)
2. Hazardous Waste storage and handling system/procedure (with photographs)
3. Copy of Consent to Establish certificate (for new unit or in case of change/enhancement in production)
4. Copy of Consent to Operate certificate (in case Consent to Operate has not been obtained, submit copy of forwarding letter showing application has been submitted)
5. Copy of Agreement of Membership of Common HW Treatment Storage Disposal Facility (CHWTSDF) in case the unit generates incinerable and disposable wastes
6. Photographs of one English and one Bengali Environmental Information display boards installed outside the main gate.
7. Submit a Compliance Report w.r.t. previous authorisation (In case of renewal of HW Auth.)

Processing by WBPCB Officials

Online intimation to Applicant

HW Authorisation Issuance online